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at another cottage, Mondouis, not far off, put at his disposal
by the great Marshal Luxembourg, he had his most fruitful
time. Amid long days of rambling in the forest he completed
his plans for three great works on nature; and he wrote La
nouvelle Helcfce, Du Control social, and Smile. His Discours
sur Vindgdlite had ascribed all social and political ills to the
withdrawing of man from nature. Smile strives to lead man
back to nature by education; La nouvelle Helmse by the
depth and sincerity of passion; Du Contrat social endeavours
to construct a society in conformity with reason—that is,
organized according to the principles of natural right, and,
in a sense, according to the imitation of nature.1 Smile, pub-
lished in the same year as the Contrat social, contained strange
views on kings and Governments, as, indeed, both books did.
It also contained (Livre IV) the bold deistic Profession de foi
du vicaire Savoyard] Rousseau had to flee from France. Even
Voltaire did not approve of the Profession. " To write in form
for or against all religions is the work of a madman," he said to
the Prince de Ligne. Nevertheless, he was willing to give
Rousseau a refuge. So was the Prince de Ligne. " You will
have the key to my library and gardens," the Prince wrote;
" you will have a little house in the country to yourself."a
Nevertheless, Rousseau, who might be called the spoiled child
of nature, preferred to go off by himself.
The child of nature found shelter for a time in the Val de
Travers, in the principality of Neuch^tel, which belonged to
the tolerant Frederick II of Prussia. Afterwards he boarded
in the house of the steward—the only house on the island—of
Saint-Pierre, in the Lake of Bienne, continuing the study of
botany, which had for years been one of his great interests.
" Of all the places where I have lived (and I have had charming
abodes)," he wrote in Les Reveries du promeneur solitaire,
" none has made me so truly happy and has left such tender
regrets as the lie de Saint-Pierre. . . . The precious jay
niente was the first ^nd chief of these joys, and I wisfeed to
1 G. Beaulavon, Du Contrat social, Introduction (1914), p. 64.
8 Prince de Ligne, Mhnoires, vol. iv, p. i.

